Surgery of the incidentally discovered mass of the adrenal gland (incidentaloma).
The authors present their experience about surgery in adrenal gland incidentaloma, during a period of 12 years (1982-1993), at the VI Division of General Surgery, University of Turin. In 17 patients, of 70 who underwent adrenalectomy, the adrenal neoplasm was located thanks to a diagnostic investigation (ECI or CT) executed for other reasons. In ten cases was diagnosed adenoma, in five cases carcinoma, in two cases cysts. In the diagnostic approach to adrenal incidentaloma we did not search for possible hormonal activity, since the patients had been previously selected from specialized endocrinological centres. At present, biological markers not being certain or absolute radiological significance so as to detect benignant from malignant forms. In accordance with international Literature the size of the neoplasm is the discriminant element for adrenalectomy. We have removed the incidentaloma in all cases, be it clinically or subclinically functional and the silent forms > 4 cm as we have observed a statistically significant difference (p < 0.0002) between the benign and malignant lesions, particularly those measuring more than 4 cm in diameter. We suggest a screening with CT scan every three months in lesions < 4 cm, silent and those > 4 cm in patients over sixty years with a morphological aspect of the bening form.